June 2014

This month
Hope you are keeping warm and your feet
dry. We feel for all those affected by winds,
rain and flooding.
Most of us will have been at club or/and
Association annual general meetings. It is
always an eye opener to read an annual
report and truly appreciate the time, effort
and energy our club and Association officials
have dedicated to our sport. CNZ could not
operate without that input for which we are
really grateful. Thank you to all who help
run our beloved sport and good wishes to
those who have taken on new roles for 2014 2015.
Congratulations also to those who have been
recognised by their clubs in being made Life
Members. A number of these are
acknowledged in this issue.

From the Executive
The tournament and laws committee have
spent time going through the laws and
tournament regulations and making updates
for inclusion into the next yearbook. The
player development committee has been
progressing coaching initiatives for the
2014/15 season. We've been in contact with
associations with our draft plan and would
like to thank the Associations and Clubs who
have replied so far with offers of hosting.
The finance, audit and risk committee is
getting everything ready for the annual audit
process scheduled for early August. A
number of things are required to be
completed by certain deadlines (info to
croquet@croquet.org.nz

auditors by 21 July, audit visit 8-9 August,
any corrections to final accounts and final
sign-off of accounts by 8 September and
completed financial accounts out to
Associations by 11 September). The finance
audit and risk committee is looking at
possible changes to host reimbursements for
CNZ events and what that might also mean
for entry fees, and will shortly provide a
recommendation to the tournament
committee for implementation for the
2014/15 season.
Don't forget to get your nominations in for
the CNZ awards. There are a couple of very
good nominations so far but you have to be
in to win. Don't be shy in nominating
someone who you feel has made great
improvements over the last season or makes
a worthy volunteer contribution.
Nominations for the Executive as well as
remits/recommendations for the CNZ AGM
close at the end of July so please forward
these in to the Executive Director

Sport Development
Officer
This past month has been anything but what
is assumed to be a fairly quiet time of year in
the croquet world!
I embarked on a ‘grass roots’ road trip
around the South Island for meetings with
some of our more vulnerable clubs to discuss
their existing challenges and potential
opportunities with a view to initiating
strategies and future growth initiatives.
Although most of these clubs have a small
membership and questionable viability, I was
met with enthusiasm and big hearts, and a
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desire to ensure that ‘gaps in the map’ do not
eventuate. It is the game itself, and our
undeniable enthusiasm for it that gives me
confidence that croquet in NZ will continue
to go from strength to strength – as is the case
with examples like the Levin Croquet Club
who not so long ago had a very uncertain
future but are now on the move toward a
new 4 lawn facility to accommodate their
expanding membership!
The trip included a meeting with the Grey
District Council, where an exciting Sportsville
development is taking shape, including the
redevelopment of the Makura Croquet Club’s
3 lawns and delightful – almost historic
clubhouse. Then onto Nelson where in midwinter, Have-A-Go croquet days were very
well attended at Richmond and the NelsonHinemoa Club’s with a number of new
memberships imminent.
Next stop Auckland – to deliver a Level 1
Coach
education
programme
to
15
prospective AC and GC coaches at the
Epsom-Remuera
Croquet
Club.
The
programme was a pilot for the ‘Growing
Coaches’ workshops on which the soon to be
released CNZ Level 1 Coaching Programme
is based. Lani Drummond from Sport
Waitakere conducted the workshops on day
one and the croquet specific ‘technical and
tactical content was delivered on day 2.
Considering participant feedback to date, I
can only rate the programme a success and I
am confident that once completed and
released in October, Croquet NZ’s coach
education programme will be world leading
in croquet coach development. Thank you to
Sport Waitakere, Epsom–Remuera CC, Kathie
Grant and especially the programmes
participants for your involvement.

Level 1 Coaching programme at Epsom-Remuera
Croquet Club

Lani Drummond from Sport Waitakere presents a
teamwork puzzle

In between, the finishing touches to a number
of new CNZ initiatives are being completed
for the coming season. Details of these will
appear in Croquet Matters in the very near
future, and in the CNZ 2014/15 yearbook. In
summary;
The CNZ Player Development Programme is
being extended to include 1st and 2nd year
Youth Squads to accommodate ongoing
growth and substantial progress of players in
this demographic. 2nd year members will be
focusing on the upcoming Under21 World
GC Championship in Christchurch this
coming season.
Three
new
‘self-nominated’
CNZ
Development Squads are being introduced
this season. These Development Squad
initiatives are aligned with the CNZ Bronze,
Silver and Gold Merit Awards and it is the
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achievement of these awards that will drive
squad members’ objectives. This is a very
exciting
development
that
provides
structured player development pathways
across all levels. Entries for each squad will
be open through August and September, so
keep an eye out in Croquet Matters, the
Yearbook and your club noticeboard for
details.
A schedule for another round of open CNZ
coaching sessions is being finalised for
October and November this year. All
Associations are invited to host a session and
should have venue and date details returned
to the CNZ office as soon as possible please.
Look out for details of when CNZ coaching
sessions will be held in your Association in
the next edition of Croquet Matters.
Alongside the delivery of this seasons CNZ
Coaching sessions, I am intending to meet
with each Association Committee while in
the region with a view to initiating a more
‘collective’ approach to our development
strategies, and to engage all clubs with
Association Committee objectives. I will be
contacting Association Secretaries in the near
future to confirm arrangements.
In addition, a new CNZ Participation Award,
and a reformatted national GC handicap
singles competition for the Gold and Silver
Stars including a trail handicap scale, the
Green Prescription programme, the CNZ
Coaching Programme and this year’s
Secondary Schools Programme are nearing
completion… while many of us eagerly await
selection announcements for the Under 21
and World Golf Croquet Championships…
A poster promoting the National Secondary
Schools Competition is available for
distribution to secondary schools in your
area. A link to download the poster is
available on the Croquet NZ website
www.croquet.org.nz adjacent to this month’s
Croquet Matters link. If you require
assistance with the delivery of these posters
croquet@croquet.org.nz

to your local schools, your Regional Sports
Trust School Sports Coordinator will be able
to assist.

Editorial comment:
Greg has also been busy writing coaching articles
this month which you will read below. (Ed)
He comments that it is great to hear the CM
coaching articles are relevant and supporting
coaches’ activities. He is also happy to receive
suggestions for topics that coaches would like
to have included in future issues...
Greg is aiming to have the CNZ Coaching
programme (level 1 at least – level 2 mapped
but still requiring some resources) completed
prior to the AGM. The programme now
includes a focus on ‘how to coach’ alongside
‘what to coach’ which he anticipates will
produce more effective and engaging
experiences for coaches and players. The
Croquet Matters articles are good additions
to a coach’s toolkit of resources – some of
which he is including directly.
He would appreciate hearing of any news,
feedback on this article, or developments
taking place, and if any assistance is required,
please ask. Greg can be contacted at the CNZ
office by email, admin@croquet.org.nz or by
phone (04) 916 0258.

Tournaments
Despite it being winter two tournaments
were held over Queen’s Birthday weekend

Nelson Hinemoa Croquet Club
Queen’s Birthday Weekend
Tournament
The Queen’s Birthday Weekend Handicap
Tournament has become a tradition of fun for
players and pride for the Nelson Hinemoa
Croquet Club that hosts it. Over the three
days association croquet is played in the
morning and golf croquet in the afternoon.
This format provides an opportunity for
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those who wish to play both codes, which is
highly encouraged. The weather was
beautiful blue skies with crisp mornings.
A Swiss format was used for the morning
games of association croquet. Everyone
played two games in the morning. There was
a clear winner with Doug Nottage (Nelson
Hinemoa) winning all his games. Runner up
was Mike McClure (Richmond) winning all
but one of his games. As a result of their play,
Doug’s handicap moved to minus half and
Mike’s to minus 1.5. Congratulations to both
of them.
Doug Nottage, winner of
the association croquet
handicap singles with
tournament manager
Annie Henry and Nelson
Hinemoa club
president, Mike
Milstein.

for first place: Mike, Jace and Annie. Jace
Hobbs beat Mike McClure 10 – 3; Mike
McClure beat Annie Henry 10 – 6; Annie
Henry beat Jace Hobbs 10 – 8. With a count
back, Jace Hobbs was the winner and Annie
Henry was runner up. Jace Hobbs’ handicap
is now a 1. Well done Jace!
There were fun prizes given each day. For the
association players, those who made breaks,
ran the first hoop during the first turn, or ran
a hoop from the baulk line were given a bite
size candy bar. There were 7 breaks made
ranging from a break of 6 – 15.
Pam Seymour (Nelson Hinemoa) ran the first
hoop during the first turn and Eleanor
Hannay (Richmond) and Maureen Hakin
(Nelson Hinemoa) ran hoops from the baulk
line.
For the golf croquet players, those who made
a hoop in one or did a successful jump shot
were given a bite size candy bar. There were
47 jump shots ranging from one person
making one to another person making 6.
Fifteen people had
hoops in one.

Tournament manager
Annie Henry with
association croquet
runner up Mike McClure
And Club president Mike
Milstein

The afternoon handicap golf croquet games
were divided into four blocks with striping
used for the knock out play offs. They played
13 point games for the block and 19 point
games in the play offs. There was one first
time player who had been playing just a
couple of months.
The winners of the blocks were: Mike
McClure (Richmond), Ian MacDougall
(Nelson Hinemoa), Annie Henry, (Nelson
Hinemoa), and Jace Hobbs (Nelson
Hinemoa). In the final there was a 3 way tie
croquet@croquet.org.nz

Jace Hobbs, winner of the
golf croquet handicap
singles. Annie Henry was
runner up.

A Cadbury candy bar was given to the
winners of the finals for all those who placed
second, third, etc. in their block. The block
winners were given prize money in addition
to the winners and runners up for each code.
The intention was to have fun and play as
much croquet as you wanted! Next year the
Committee is considering starting a bit later
and playing later in the day to fully utilize
the warmth of sunny Nelson. Join us for some
fun next year!
Annie Henry Manager
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Point Chevalier Croquet
Club over Queen's Birthday weekend
The sixth RPM mallets Doubles tournament
was held at Point Chevalier Croquet Club
over Queen's Birthday weekend. Once again
Auckland didn't let us down weather wise
and a fun time was had by all.
Steve and Cindy Clarke from Whakatane
were there to defend their win from last year
but the trophy was taken by another pair of
former winners Keith Ebden and Kay Winter
from Orewa. Runners up were Anne Murphy
and Marion Taylor from Warkworth Club.
Cindy and Steve managed to hold onto third
place.
Ray and Olga Puckett were able to participate
for the first time this year as Ray has retired
and the business is now being ably run by
Craig Smith from Orewa. He was happy to
continue with the generous sponsorship of
the tournament and it was a great
opportunity for him to meet some of the
Players as he is new to the croquet world.

Front Rows:
Olga Puckett, Kathy Grant, Kay Kerr, Kit Jackson,
Rhys Bean,
Back Rows:
Steve Clarke, Cindy Clarke, Ray Puckett, Harris
Warrington, Amanda Wills, Nick Nickolas , Bruce
Heasley, Kim Osborne, Hilary Salmons, Sheila Le
Masurier, Jan Butcher, [seated Enid Forrest 94- there
as a spectator] Malcolm Cawley, Very back: Anne
Murphy, Marion Taylor.

and hopefully new friends at Queen's
Birthday 2015
Sheila Le Masurier
Point Chevalier Croquet

Regional News
Auckland Association
Croquet in the Cloud

Auckland Croquet Association was given a
wonderful PR opportunity over Queen’s
Birthday weekend when we were invited to
participate in celebrating UK on Auckland’s
waterfront by Fresh Concept and Waterfront
Auckland.
We were positioned in the Cloud and
allocated a 10 yd by 5.5yd patch covered in
Astroturf and surrounded by a white picket
fence, along with 5 metal hoops that sat on
the ground. We added mallets and balls
along with little mallets and billiard balls for
small children to use.

This is how you do it!

Point Chevalier is looking forward to next
year's tournament and meeting up with old
croquet@croquet.org.nz
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This was a very popular activity attracting
people of all ages. Children were enthusiastic
as they were able to handle the miniature
equipment with ease. We had at least 2
people at a time manning the activity. As it
was a very busy activity the 2 hourly slots per
person was quite long enough.

St. Heliers Croquet club had a very pleasant
afternoon on Saturday 20th June when they
presented one of their long standing
members with her life membership, which
had been awarded at our AGM in May. This
was Joann Fowler who has been a member
for 22 years, she is a past president, secretary,
and a very good helper in the club. It was
also this members 90th birthday, so of course
we had to have a birthday cake. A very
pleasant social gathering. Joann is very well
known around the Auckland District

Croquet Nelson

We were able to display photos of croquet
players and clubs along with flyers from
several Auckland clubs. Many of the flyers
were taken by visitors and some expressed
interest about joining a club. A write up on
the origins of croquet also attracted a lot of
interest.
Along with the carnival, films, market
displays, modern and old cars and
motorbikes, and a huge amount of
entertainment contributing to the attractions,
the croquet was extremely popular activity.
The final count was over 70,000 visitors over
the 3 day weekend.

croquet@croquet.org.nz

At the AGM of Croquet Nelson, Life
Memberships were awarded to Betty
Winterburn, Croquet Richmond Club, and
Manly Bowater, Nelson Hinemoa Club.
The AGM was proceeding normally, but
when the photographer from the newspaper
arrived, Annie Henry (outgoing President)
called an unscheduled pause in the meeting.
Betty Winterburn (Croquet Nelson Secretary),
knew of Manly’s impending award, so when
his name was called she joined in the
applause and congratulations.
Manly made a short speech but was clearly
stunned to be receiving the award…he
received the award proudly, and stated that
he has always done what he likes doing, and
nothing to do with croquet had ever been an
imposition or hardship. He truly feels great
pride seeing people he has coached as players
or as managers, coming through and doing
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even better than he himself ever had.
Then Eleanor Hannay from Richmond club
called on Betty to stand beside her, Betty was
at first a little bemused, but then stunned to
tears when she realised she too was being
honoured with Life Membership of Croquet
Nelson. When asked Betty to describe her
reaction she said it was a shock to her,
especially on the back of having to keep quiet
about Manly’s award. She has always been
ready to accept a challenge of any sort while
working with Croquet Nelson and all the
local clubs. She proudly accepted the award”

Photo courtesy of the Nelson Mail

Members of the Nelson Hinemoa Croquet
Club were saddened at the death of Peter
Maplesden early January 2014. Peter had
been a valued and hardworking member
since 1984 when he and his wife, Dorothy,
joined the Nelson Croquet Club.
Peter won many competitions and enjoyed
playing at different competitions around the
country. He was a formidable player.
Peter celebrated his 90th birthday with an
afternoon tea. In 2013, the club made Peter
the first Honorary member. In spite of his ill
health in the latter years, he was always
willing to help in any way. Everyone who
knew him will have fond memories,
particularly if we are sitting on the lovely
garden seat given to the club by Peter.

Manawatu-Wanganui
Levin farewells their croquet lawns
Having out-grown their 2 lawn facility, the
Levin croquet club grounds have been sold to
help fund the Horowhenua District Council
construction of a new four-lawn facility early
next year in Western Park.

South Taranaki Association
CROQUET EFFORTS
RECOGNISED
The presentation of an
honorary life membership
certificate and badge was
made to the Park Croquet Club’s Norma
Stevenson recently.
Norma, (left) received
her award from current
president Rose Walsh,
(right) at the May
meeting of the Park
Croquet Club.
A member for more
than 40 years, Norma
has been president six
times, and was lawn
convener for many years with guidance from
Turf Culture NZ. This followed the change
away from council maintenance to becoming
Park’s responsibility.
She is a keen competitor and won many club
championships through the grades over a
number of years. Other positions she held
included refereeing and umpiring.
The South Taranaki Croquet Association of
which she is currently Patron have also
benefited from her involvement as president,
umpire and referee over many years.
Norma is still playing and is currently the
welfare officer for the Park Club.

croquet@croquet.org.nz
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Waikato King Country
Association
In his 87th year Bruce
Massey continued to give his
time and effort unstintingly
to playing off a low handicap
in both Association and Golf
Club Tournaments, the
coaching of players, and the
maintenance of the
Matamata Croquet Club lawns. He was
widely known and respected by many at all
levels. Bruce passed away on May 22nd
during a visit to Greymouth. He is sadly
missed.
Jo Schlaadt, Secretary, Matamata Croquet Club Inc

Wairarapa Croquet
The local Association is starting an Email
Newsletter in order to keep all Croquet
players in the Wairarapa informed of news
etc. It replaces the Newsletter produced by
the Masterton Club and now encompasses
the other Club in the area, Carrington.
Distribution will be increased and it is hoped
that it will engender more interest in the
sport. Articles, both serious and amusing,
will be sought from players in the hope that
members will look forward to its arrival. The
first issue will be available before the official
start to the season and it is hoped to produce
3 or 4 per year. A name is yet to be decided
upon but it may be called ‘ON THE PEG –
AGAIN’ Why ‘Again?’ - because the
Masterton Club called their newsletter ‘On
the Peg’ and, here it comes – ‘Again’. Only
time will tell if it is a success
After extensive maintenance work, Winter
Croquet has started at the Masterton Croquet
Club lawns in Queen Elizabeth Park.
Prior to the lawns closing at the end of April,
the Club held its AGM at which presentations
of the various Club trophies were made. The
winners were:
croquet@croquet.org.nz

A Grade Winner Terry Price - Runner Up Carissa
Price
Intermediate Grade Winner Mike Lings - Runner
Up Duncan Adair
B Grade Winner Stewart Pye - Runner Up Fran
Jenkins
C Grade Winner Dale Dick - Runner Up Bev
Seymour
Open Grade Winner Terry Price - Runner Up
Harry Murrell
Open Doubles Winners Duncan Adair/Dale Dick
- No Runners Up
Seeded Doubles Winners Terry Price/Bev
Seymour - Runners Up Mike Lings/Roy Farman
Memorial Trays
X Winner Dale Dick (Mrs. D. Shearer Trophy)
Y Winner Graeme Wallace ( Mrs. N. Gwynne
Trophy)
Z Winner Mike Lings (Mrs. O. Nichols Trophy)
Potangarua Trophy Winner Dale Dick (Most
Improved C Grade Player)
Silver Buttons
A Grade Winner Carissa Price
Intermediate Grade Winner Mike Lings
B Grade Winner Stewart Pye
C Grade Winner Dale Dick

Over the years, the various Club awards have
gone to many players, however, it is
interesting to note that Mike Lings won the
“C” Grade, “B” Grade and Intermediate
Grade in successive years starting in the 201112 Season, a feat not previously achieved.

Southland
Winton Croquet Club Life Member
A Life Membership award was presented to
Val Skinner by the Winton Croquet Club’s
Patron & Life Member Joan Batt at the Club’s
AGM.
Val started playing croquet in 1990 & took to
learning the game very seriously; she would
practice for at least ½ hour daily perfecting
the various croquet shots. This all paid off &
she very quickly reduced her handicap,
moving through the grades with lots of
success on the way. Val is still a keen player
& has won several trophies this year.
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In 1997 Val was invited to play in the NZ
Croquet Invitation Tournament where she
played 15 games in 5 days, the highlight
being a win over a French player.
Val has always been prepared take on
management roles within the Winton Club as
well as at Southland level & has managed
several tournaments & teams very capably.
She is also Croquet Umpire.
Val is very passionate about Croquet & is
always seeking new members for the club.
She is a great coach & has put hours of her
own time into coaching & encouraging new
players. As a result of this enthusiasm the
Winton Club continues to thrive.
The photo is
of Val
Skinner
(left)
receiving her
Life
Membership
certificate
from our
Patron & Life Member, Joan Batt on 20th May,
2014.
Winton Croquet Club 2014 Prize List
Club Tournament Play
Harry Parsons
Val Skinner
Batt Plate
Val Skinner
Potter Trophy – B Grade Noni Crowe
Wright Cup – C Grade
Judy Buchanan
Club Championships
4- 9
Val Skinner
10 – 16
Jude Hamilton
18 – 24
Vic Wilson
Silver Badge
Intermediate
Val Skinner
C Grade
Vic Wilson
Players who represented Southland in
association matches against Otago Central
were:Val Skinner, Noni Crowe, Jude Hamilton,
Judy Buchanan & Carole Coveney.
croquet@croquet.org.nz

Against Otago Coastal in Dunedin local
players were:Faye Gibson, Jenny Pullar & Judy Buchanan.
Golf Croquet
Championship
Peter Thomson
Silver Badge 4 - 7
Judy Buchanan
8 – 12
Carole Coveney
Hilda Jeffrey Tournament
Carole Coveney
The Winton Croquet club is in good heart
but as with most organizations, are always
seeking new members.

Croquet Hawkes Bay
Marewa Croquet Club News
The revamping of the Club’s 4 courts is
coming along as planned.
After the heavy machinery had left and the
rain stopped, the courts looked like this:

We had thought of applying to have them
turned into an Olympic sized swimming
pool, but now after a few weeks, they look
like this:
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On a winter note As we in Wellington city have our lawns
closed for maintenance over the winter – here
is the view from my lounge window
showing how we are missing out by not
being on the lawns.

Pamela George 14 June 2014
If all goes well over the next few months, we
will be playing on them in September, in time
for the new season.

However Kelburn Croquet Club plays indoor
croquet as well as Mah-jong.

Jayne Powis (Publicity Officer)

Wellington Croquet Association
The WCA has recognized a need to provide
low handicap players the opportunity to play
regular, competitive games within a much
wider pool than is usually available within a
single Club.
This is designed to enable their development
as a player and to assist development of their
match fitness for multi-day events. To meet
this need in the 2014/15 season, it is planned
to introduce a development squad concept
for AC players, on handicaps from plus 9 to
minus 1.0, who are interested in regular,
fortnightly, competitive play.

Photo from Janet Boutel

Alison Robinson approaches hoop 4, with Kathleen
Coleridge and Brian Boutel looking on.

At the same time a bit further up the Coast
Plimmerton Croquet Club tells of 16
Association players on the morning of 28
June and 32 Golf Croquet players having fun
on the same afternoon.

If you are interested in the concept that is
being planned please ask Tom Berryman for
details. tom.berryman@xtra.co.nz

croquet@croquet.org.nz
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Coaching
In the ZONE Part 2.
Last month, we introduced a discussion about playing in the zone, what it is and how it can affect
our performance. In this second instalment of “In the Zone”, we will discuss how we can achieve a
state of flow during competition as well as the different factors that can disrupt and prevent us
from getting in the zone.
While most athletes have experienced flow, achieving it consistently is not an easy thing to do.
According to Jackson and Csíkszentmihályi (1999), reaching a state of flow depends largely on
your perception. If you perceive the challenge to be equal to your skill set, the chances of
achieving flow increase. Studies by Jackson (1995) have revealed that while we cannot control
flow, we can certainly increase the probability of it occurring. To improve your chances of
experiencing flow, consider trying a few of these tips:
• Recall a competition or moment in your life when you felt completely absorbed in the activity.
Remembering these states of flow will help you experience it again.
• Have a clear idea of what makes flow possible for you. What were the circumstances? What
influenced your state of mind? What did you do in preparation leading up to that event?
Everyone is different!
• Try not to focus entirely on outcomes. For example, if you are too worried about winning, you
may not be focused enough on your mental state.
• To achieve flow consistently, you need to keep increasing your skills. This is important because
if your skills do not increase with the challenge, you will experience anxiety instead of flow.
Understanding how to achieve flow is critical, however knowing the factors that prevent and
disrupt flow are equally important. According to Weinberg and Gould (2011), the factors that
athletes identified as preventing flow were less than optimal physical preparation, readiness, and
environmental or situational conditions; the reasons they gave most often as disrupting flow were
environmental and situational influences.
Some examples of preventative factors are:






Injury or fatigue
unwanted responses from a doubles partner, coach or spectator
self-doubt
no goals
Unforced errors and poor technique.

Disruptive factors can include: stoppage in play, negative referee decisions, lack of physical
preparation, negative talk on the field, loss of concentration, and putting pressure on yourself.

croquet@croquet.org.nz
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As these articles suggest, flow is a very positive and performance-enhancing state that can be
achieved by any athlete. Recalling previous memories of flow should be part of your mental
training just as visualization or goal setting is. Increasing the probability of achieving flow will
undoubtedly improve your performance, and being aware of potential threats to flow will help
you remain focused and in the zone when faced with adversity.
References:
Jackson, S.A. (1995) Factors influencing the occurrence of flow state in elite athletes. Journal of
Applied Sport Psychology 7(2): 138-166
Jackson, S.A., & Csíkszentmihályi, M. (1999) Flow in sports. Champaign, IL: Human Kinetics
Weinberg, R.S., & Gould, D. (2011) Foundations of sport and exercise psychology. Champaign, IL:
Human Kinetics
Greg Bryant – Sports Development Officer

croquet@croquet.org.nz
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Cut Rushes
Last month’s article discussed straight rushes. This month
We look at cut rushes… more difficult to play according to
many players but technically, the strokes are the same.
We will also look at an aspect of this shot that can be very
advantageous for the striker’s ball in Golf Croquet. Wick shots
and in-offs are advanced play options but at any level they are a
lot of fun to attempt – and extremely satisfying when they come
off!
Objective
The cut rush is used to propel the roqueted ball at an angle. In a
cut rush, the rush line and the line of aim differ.
 The finer the cut, the more powerful the stroke needs to be to
move the roqueted ball any significant distance.
Method
To find an aiming point on the ball to be rushed, an imaginary
ball can be introduced to establish the striker’s line of aim.
(Figure 1)

Figure 1: Using an imaginary ball
to find the line of aim for a cut
rush.

In practice, an actual ball can be introduced temporarily to
clarify where the striker’s ball needs to make contact with the ball to be rushed;

1) Place a ball in contact with the ball that is to be rushed so the line through the centre of the
two balls points in the direction of the rush line. (The white imaginary ball in figure 15)
2) The striker’s line of aim is the line that joins the centre of the striker’s ball and the
(temporarily placed) imaginary ball. This is now as if the striker is playing a straight rush
on the temporary ball.
3) Remove the temporary ball and attempt a cut rush by playing a normal stroke along the
determined line of aim.







Remember that the aiming takes place from 3-4 yards behind the striker’s ball – prior to
stalking the ball.
ALWAYS stalk the striker’s ball.
The mallet shaft should be vertical on impact. Any forward lean will result in the striker’s ball
jumping.
The body must be kept still.
The swing should be smooth and unhurried, and swung from the shoulders.
The mallet should follow through with the centre of the mallet striking the centre of the ball.

If you struggling for accuracy or an effective contact with the roqueted ball, ask your coach to
observe you playing some good straight rushes, then play some cut rushes, noting any significant
changes in your technique during the shot. Consider the technique details of any previous
coaching articles that discuss single ball shots to develop an efficient stroke technique.

croquet@croquet.org.nz
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Golf Croquet Wicks & In-Offs
Unlike Association Croquet, it always matters where the striker’s ball
travels after making contact with another ball. Using the same
techniques of a rush, we can turn our attention to the line that the
striker’s ball will take (Figure 2):

Figure 2: striker’s lines
(approximate)

The closer the striker’s line of aim is to the centreline joining the two
balls at impact;

the narrower the separation of the two balls will be

the likelihood of a double tap with close-range obstacles
increases - WCF Golf Croquet Rules Striking Faults 13(6)

The resistance on the striker’s ball increases. (resistance to
continue moving forward after impact)

Consider some of the advantages that wick shots and in-offs present when read in conjunction
with WCF Golf Croquet Rules, 10: Offside Balls. (All graphic examples are approximate angles only)







Yellow
rushes
partner ball (red)
through hoop 2,
and
continues
toward a hoop 3
running position.

Yellow rushes Blue to
the east boundary and
takes a 1st ball to hoop
13 opportunity.

Yellow scores an
otherwise
impossible hoop
by
creating
a
wider angle in-off
an opponent’s ball.
Be careful about
where you are
rushing
the
opponent’s ball to!

Looking at your
intending line of travel
(1) before stalking
your line of aim (2)
will help to develop a
feel for the angles.

In most cases, a swing with a full follow-through to encourage forward spin on your
striker’s ball.
Always stalk your line of aim
Watch the centre of your mallet hit the centre of your ball along your line of aim
Follow through smoothly with force.
Do cool stuff and try a half jump – wick shot –in off!
Greg Bryant – Sports Development Officer

croquet@croquet.org.nz
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***********************************************************************************************

Referee and Umpire Training
Auckland Croquet is fortunate in being able
to continue to play over the winter months.
This is a chance to think about upgrading
skills and qualifications. So in mid-June a
couple of dozen people attended a session
run for those interested in becoming either a
GC referee or an AC umpire at Epsom
Remuera.

improving their qualifications and
knowledge, particularly in GC. I would like
to thank CNZ who have willingly sent copies
of the WCF Golf Croquet Rules for these
people to purchase.
Kathie Grant

Malcolm Cawley demonstrates how to decide if a
ball is in or out
Since most of the striking faults are the same
in both codes, dealing with a ball jammed in
the hoop and marking balls are also issues in
both codes the session initially combined for
these aspects then split with Malcolm Cawley
taking the AC umpires and Kathie Grant
taking the GC referees on specifics relating to
the code of play. The session focused on how
players could access information relevant to
either AC or GC or both codes. Kit Jackson
manages the Auckland croquet website at
http://www.aucklandcroquet.com and on
the links has included the links of Bob
Kroeger with commentary by James Temlett I
used in this session.

Wellington Association is conducting referee
training and refresher classes on Sunday
mornings. Graeme Roberts is taking the
sessions and giving participants some curly
questions to answer. He hopes to put the
questions and answers on the CNZ website in
due course.

The link site Kit has put together is well
worth exploring and players were
encouraged to register on the
Clarkecroquet.com web site and participate
in the GC quiz or the Oxford site and take the
referees quiz for AC.
It has been good to meet people from
Retirement Villages in Auckland that have
croquet grounds who are also participating in
croquet@croquet.org.nz
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Croquet Questions and Answers
Here is a question on golf Croquet Refereeing
QN: A player was seen to be playing the
partner ball instead of his own and that this
had happened more than once in the
game. Is this permissible, it certainly seems
unfair?
ANS: Yes it seems unfair. The player may
have been doing so deliberately in an attempt
to gauge the speed of the lawn or identify
slopes on the lawn, or the player may have
been doing so inadvertently, being a little
feather brained and with an equally un-alert
partner. The first is decidedly against the
intent and wording of the rules - see Rule
14(a)(7) - "Knowingly or repeatedly playing
the partner ball". So how should this be
applied?
If you notice the striker about to play the
partner ball, or the striker's partner about to
play their own ball then Rule 11(h) says you
should forestall play. This is regardless of
whether you are a referee in charge, an
opponent or partner of the player. So
following the rules a player should not be
seen to play the partner ball once, never mind
more than once.
However if you are not aware that the
partner ball is to be played, you should apply
rule 11(b)(1) or 11(c)(1) when it is
played. You are as much at fault as the
player. However if it happens again, in the

same match, I might apply Rule 14(b) or (c)
and issue a warning. Why do I say 'might'
rather than 'would'? If the player is
inexperienced and likely to be making a
genuine error I would be more forgiving than
if the player was experienced. With an
inexperienced player I would correct first,
remind second and then warn after that, as
part of the learning process. However, I
would expect that I would have forestalled
each of these plays and the original question
would not have arisen.
Gordon Smith
**************************************************

On a lighter note Executive Director Murray
Taylor shows off his proud returns from his
olive grove – returns 104 bottles, 26 litres,
about 250kg, and a huge amount of effort.....
(hourly rate not flash)

Croquet Matters was prepared by the Executive Director, the Sport Development Officer and Pamela
George
.

croquet@croquet.org.nz
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